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California Office

Missouri Office

With the addition of American Heavy Moving & Rigging’s
new facility in Mound City, Missouri we’re able to
competitively expand our operations to service
the entire Continental United States.

WHo WE ArE & WHAT WE Do
American Heavy Moving & Rigging is a familyowned heavy haul company that has been in the
business of moving heavy and oversized cargo for
over thirty-five years. We service industries from
petrochemical, to power utilities, to automotive
throughout California. Now, with our new facility
in Missouri, we’ve expanded our coverage
area to handle the whole continental United
States. With an emphasis on safety and efficient
transportation, we conduct all our moves with
extreme care.
Our team of foremen, estimators, and drivers all work together to bring you the best
transportation services possible. Our team cares about the safety of your cargo, and will
take every measure to ensure your cargo arrives on time and in excellent condition.
We are innovators in our industry, and can move anything given our cutting edge
technology and techniques. Our fleet of trailers incorporates the most recent technology
in the field, and allows us to transport cargo over roads and through cities with skill and
precision.
We are dedicated to straightforward business practices and believe that clear contracts
save everyone time and money. We promise one clear price for any transportation job,
without any extra costs hidden in the contracts.
In our thirty-five plus years of service, we have developed exceptional relationships with
agencies involved in the heavy haul industry across the country. Our knowledgeable
permitting staff works closely with municipal and state governments and transport
authorities to ensure your job is processed and completed as quickly and efficiently as
possible.
We mean it when we say...we can move anything.

Start to finish moves
Loading
We arrive on time at the loading location for
the cargo and load it onto our trucks, using
innovative equipment that minimizes movement
of the cargo, thus reducing risk.

Loading a nuclear reactor using jacking & rigging

The cargo is fully insured the moment we begin
the job, so you can rest assured knowing your
cargo is in good hands

Transportation
Before we begin any job, we do a thorough
evaluation of the route that the cargo will
travel. We bring all the equipment needed to
navigate any obstacle, from weight-restricted
roads to bridges.

Receiving cargo in port

Excellent relationships with permitting agencies,
allow us to work quickly and efficiently.

Delivery
We deliver the cargo to its final destination
right on schedule. Our deliveries are low-impact
and non-intrusive, so day-to-day business
operations are rarely interrupted by a delivery.
Cargo is unloaded using the same care and
innovative techniques as loading, to ensure a
safe delivery.
Delivering an oversized rotor to its final destination

innovative techniques
Utilizing advanced technology and techniques we have perfected the art of safe
and efficient heavy haul transportation. The key to safe transport is eliminating
unnecessary steps and movement, thus keeping cargo secure.

The jacking & rigging technique was used to place the Grand Canyon Skywalk with precision placement and lift

The Alpha 1 dual lane trailer

Our trucks are uniquely designed to minimize additional movement. We can
precisely slide cargo onto pads or even bring the trucks around the cargo and
secure it from the sides. Our trucks are able to adjust their axles while load
bearing to adapt to changing road conditions without putting cargo at risk from
additional loading and unloading.

innovative equipment
Sometimes a job provides a unique challenge that requires specialized technology.
We have state-of-the-art equipment to tackle these challenges, and if the right tool
doesn’t exist, we’ll invent it.

Our fleet of trailers is equipped to transport any type of cargo. Our highly
innovative, dual-lane trailers include:
•
•
•

Alpha 1
Alpha 2
Aspen 8 Line

•
•

Multiple lines of off-highway platform
trailers
Dual Max

Our most recent acquisition is the Dual-Max Trailer, a modular platform trailer that
is widenable while load bearing, to meet the specific transport needs of a greater
number of streets across the United States.
These trailers were acquired in response to a
need for our trailers to change their axle lengths
to accommodate various weight and width
requirements while traversing through city streets.
Being able to adjust the axle width while load
bearing makes the transport job faster and
therefore more cost efficient.
The trailer even folds up when the job is finished,
allowing it to return in a single lane of traffic,
saving time and money.

thorough preparations
Evaluations
We analyze every road, bridge, overpass and tunnel to ensure safe and efficient transport.

Fast Permitting
We get permits quickly, due to excellent relationships with local governments and agencies.

reliable preparations

Route Evaluations

Permitting

We always conduct extensive road
evaluations to ensure we know what
exact conditions the cargo will be
traveling through. We map out weight
distribution restrictions, account for any
unique situations such as bridges or
overpasses and set up the equipment
and techniques necessary to provide a
safe and efficient transport.

Due to our excellent relationships with
permitting agencies such as Caltrans
and governments across the country,
we can complete the permit process
quickly to ensure cargo arrives at its
final destination on time. We have
strong relationships with transport
agencies (such as the CHP) giving us the
assistance needed to transport cargo
across highways.

reliable deadlines
Due to our thorough evaluations and quick
permitting we are uniquely situated to
deliver cargo on time.
We design all our equipment and choose
techniques with speed and safety in mind.
Eliminating additional steps and movement
not only increases the safety of transport,
but also reduces any extraneous steps
providing a quick, efficient transport of
heavy and oversized cargo.

Clarity in contracts
Clarity in Contracts

Our contracts are always clear and straightforward. The cost we quote is the final
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excellence in safety
Outstanding Safety Record
We have an outstanding safety record and an
incredibly low level of accidents.
In fact, in the past 35 years we have moved
1,000s of heavy haul loads with an incredibly
low incident rate. Our focus on safety ensures
that cargo we move is always in good hands.

Comprehensive Safety Measures
Every element of transportation is driven by
safety. From our detailed route evaluations to
techniques and specialized equipment designed
to reduce movement of cargo, we work hard to
optimize safety throughout transportation.
Because of our safety record, we have been
entrusted with moving a wide variety of heavy
haul cargo from nuclear reactors, to oil rigs, to
historical homes, and more.
Our clients return to us again and again,
because they know their equipment and cargo
will be safe with us.

Fully Insured
We fully insure every job’s cargo from start to
finish. Whether we are moving a transformer,
nuclear reactor, or a historical home, the entire
job is covered from the moment we start
loading to the final placement.

.

Safety First.
American Heavy Moving & Rigging is proud to be affiliated with
the following safety programs and organizations.

www.americanheavymoving.com

